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Masterpieces Of Russian Arms
On The World Arms Market
The High-Precision Weapons Holding
from Russia (a part of the Rostec State
Corporation) plays an increasingly
important role on the world arms market. The holding is the Russian largest
developer and manufacturer of the most
modern and innovative high-precision
weapons. The importance and potential
of the Russian holding increase worldwide as well: On a scale of the top 100
weapons manufacturers in the world, the
Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI) rates the High-Precision
Weapons Holding from Russia at 39.

S

uch a success (the holding did not
belong to the world’s top 100 weapons manufacturers before) can be
explained by increasing deliveries
both to the Armed Forces of the Russian
Federation and to the foreign market.
According to an SIPRI expert, “the Russian
companies ride the ground-swell of boosts
in military spending and arms export. Eleven
companies from the top 100 list are Russian
ones. Their income has increased by a total
of 48.4%”. It also can be noted that the HighPrecision Weapons Holding belongs to the
top 10 world’s defensive rankings by an overall production and supply increase rate.
The High-Precision Weapons Holding
was founded in 2009. The holding consists of a number of largest leading defense
enterprises that are well known on the
world arms market. It is sufficient only to
mention such brands as the JSC “Shipunov
KBP Instrument Design Bureau”, the “Tula
Arms Plant”, “Tulatochmash”, the “Tactical
Missiles Corporation”, the “Nudelman
Precision Engineering Design Bureau”, the
“Kovrov Electromechanical Plant”, the “V.A.
Degtyaryov Plant”, the All-Russian Scientific
Research Institute “Signal”, and others. As of
today, there are 19 companies joined in the
holding. Most of them are national and international leaders in their segments.
The products of the holding’s companies
are well known on all continents and much
sought after on international arms markets. Interest in the products of the HighPrecision Weapons Holding grows due to the
objective situation.
The exports of the holding are based on
warfare systems well known on the international market such as “Pantsir-S1”, “Palma”,
“Kornet-EM”, “Konkurs”, “Metis-M1”, “Igla-S”,
“Arkan”, “Verba”, “Shmel”, “Kapustnik”,
and others as well as on training systems,
armored vehicles upgrade, and so on (for
more details, see this issue of the newspaper High-Precision Weapons).

The holding’s products are well known to 90-95%. The most designs of the Highand much sought after on the markets in Precision Weapons Holding are the best in
the Middle East, the Gulf, Northern Africa, the world and determine the technological
Latin America, India, Central and Southern vectors of development in their segments.
Africa. The holding is constantly expanding
There is no doubt that the main task of
the geography of its exports. This is due to the High-Precision Weapons Holding is to
product line extension, development of new strengthen the defense capability of Russia
models and upgrade of products in demand and to supply the Russian Army with the most
as well as well thought-out service policy.
modern and the most reliable high-precision
The holding invests much into the devel- weapons. Within the scope of the contract, the
opment of promising designs of weapons and holding regularly transmits to the Russian
military equipment, enhances and augments Ministry of Defense the corresponding quantiits development and production potential, ty of planned weapons. There are “Iskander-M”,
and invests in the development of models “Pantsir-S”, “Verba”, “Shturm-SM” and other
of tomorrow.
systems among the most critical supplies. Due
It is evident that the demand for high- to the holding, the Russian Army is armed with
precision weapons only increases around the best weapons in the world.
the world. They do not miss. They are
India has always been and remains the
mobile, fast, maintenance-friendly, reliable, most important strategic partner of the
and the most modern. The newest techno- High-Precision Weapons Holding. The parlogical solutions are used. 20 years ago, the ticipation of the holding’s enterprises in
proportion of high-precision weapons used DEFEXPO INDIA 2016 is an important stage
in local conflicts amounted to up to 7%. In of this friendly and mutually beneficial cooprecent years, this share has increased by up eration.
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Weapon of the 21-st century
Within the past twenty years
a high experience of combat
vehicles operation was gained.
Scientific and technical achievements in the areas of sighting
systems development, ammunition upgrade, computer engineering and new electronic components created the prerequisites for development of the
new fighting compartment with
an armament package featuring
high performance specifications
that meet modern requirements.
A great upgrade potential of the
BMP-3 vehicle was realized in the
course of Bakhcha combat module development.

channel and sighting channel of
variable magnification.
•• Increasing commander’s combat efficiency. The FCS was outfitted with commander’s panoramic
sight with low-level TV-camera and
laser rangefinder. The sight extends
surveillance capability, broadens
esearch and develop- the conditions for firing all types
ment activities were car- of ammunition by day and at night
ried out within the three and in case of emergency – using the
areas: Armament package gunner’s thermal imager.
and fire control system upgrade; •• Automation of the crew’s comDevelopment of the new fighting bat operation. To provide this the
compartment and its components; FCS was outfitted with a TV/TI autoDevelopment of the new guided matic target tracker and the fighting
and conventional ammunition of compartment – with a single loadincreased lethality.
er for 100 mm rounds (short artilThe work was carried out in the lery rounds and long guided rounds).
following directions:
Thus, an automatic loading for all
•• Fighting vehicle efficient types of 100 mm rounds is ensured
employment at night. To provide as well as automatic target tracking
this the fire control system (FCS) is provided. Moreover, precise “firewas outfitted with an integrated and-forget” operation is provided
gunner’s sight featuring 3-rd gen- when firing an ATGM.
eration thermal imager and laser •• High-effective firing against lowrangefinder. At the same time the flying targets is ensured thanks to
sight retained missile guidance new fire algorithm that includes all

R

Shot 3UBK20

required factors of fire, as well as ATGM guidance channel within a
a HF rangefinder, TV/TI automatic single sight.
target tracker, commander’s pano- •• New digital weapon stabilizer
ramic sight mirror with high eleva- provides for high precision of station angles (up to 60 º).
bilization and maximum speeds of
•• High-effective firing from sta- weapon slewing in elevation and
tionary position, on the move and azimuth channels up to 60º.
being afloat, against moving and The carried work made it possible
static targets is ensured thanks to for the Bakhcha fighting comparthot 3UBK20 with guided
the use of automatic FCS outfitted ment to outperform almost by 2
missile 9M119M is a shot of
with a range of sensors and digital times the M2A3 Bradley fighting
separate loading, designed
for defeat of armored vehiunits as well as to the availability compartment in fire power. The
of integrated multi-purpose com- said fighting compartment was cles including ones equipped with
mander’s and gunner’s sights.
successfully test fired on the chas- dynamic protection, small size tar•• High reconnaissance perfor- sis of BTR-90 APC, BMP-2 and gets of firing emplacement of fortimance of the sights is ensured BMP-3 IFVs. It can be mounted on fied emplacement type, low-flying
thanks to availability of sighting, the other carriers of corresponding attacking air targets with low speed
thermal imaging and TV channels weight and payload capacity.
and targets which are over water
(1.5÷2 times increase in number of
The main advantage of this vehi- surface. The control system is semitargets detected per time unit when cle is the availability of two-calib- automatic, jamming invulnerable, by
compared to standard IFVs).
er artillery systems - 100 mm and a laser beam. The firing of 3UBK20
Control
of
the
FCS
parameters
30
mm and automatic FCS provid- is performed with smoothbore gun
••
thanks to built-in test equipment.
ing for fire mission fulfillment with 2A45 of systems 9K118 and D81 of
•• Capability to fire 100 mm HEF various ammunition types while tanks T‑72C, T‑80U, T‑90C both
from indirect firing positions. To stationary and on the move against in a stationary position and when
provide this the fighting com- a range of targets (tanks, IFVs, hel- moving. The temperature range
partment is equipped with GPS/ icopters, lying infantrymen, etc.) during combat use is from +50 °C
GLONASS sensors that show com- with high efficiency.
to –50 °C. The shot is an effective
bat vehicle coordinates. Ballistic
The said combat module is weapon under conditions of optical
computer features an algorithm serially manufactured by KBP visibility of targets under different
ensuring indirect firing provided Instrument Design Bureau.
weather conditions and under conthe target coordinates are available.
The engineering solutions real- ditions of arid and humid tropical
Firing can be done to the range of ized in the combat module have climate. Technical Characteristics:
up to 7000 m.
a good upgrade potential. Thus, Components of a shot — guided mis•• High precision of ATGM firing availability of TV and TI channels, sile 9M119M, launching mechanism
on the move at night and in adverse automatic target tracker as a com- 9X949; Range of fire, m — maximum
weather conditions (using thermal ponent of FCS even nowadays pro- 5000, minimum 100; Flight time of
imager) thanks to integration of vide for combat module unmanned missile 9M119M at a distance of 5000
optical channel, TI channel and employment.
m, s — 17.6.

S

The Best Shoulder-Launched
Surface-To-Air Missile In The World
“Verba”, the Russian manportable air-defense system
(MANPADS) of the new generation, is a unique and second-tonone design. “Verba” has been
developed by the “Engineering
Design Bureau” (KBM).

T

he “Verba” MANPADS was
unveiled at the Army-2015
International MilitaryTechnical Forum in Kubinka
(Moscow region, Russia) last fall. Due
to its performance and capabilities,
this MANPADS is superior to all comparable foreign counterparts in use.
The man-portable air-defense
system is intended to be fired by
one person. “Verba” is a further
development of the well-known
“Igla-S” system. Even though the
new MANPADS looks similar to its
predecessors, this is a fundamentally different weapon with new performance. “Verba” can successfully
engage not only traditional air targets – aircrafts and helicopters – but

also targets with low thermal radiation, such as cruise missiles and
drones.
Its differences from the predecessor are substantial. For the first time,
the multispectral optical heatingseeking head (the three-spectrum
seeker) is used.

Project manager:
Irina Galkina
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Managing directors
of the project:
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Three sensors constantly recheck
each other, which enables faster discrimination between appropriate targets and decoys, and decreases the
chance of disruption from countermeasures. The seeker automatically “selects” decoys and concentrates
on the proper object, even though its

thermal radiation is lower. However, been designed in such a way that
this in an object to engage. The sensi- the missile can deceive the missile
tivity of the seeking head is increased protection system of the targets. The
eightfold. The track initiation and air shooter only has to pull the trigger.
engagement area increased respec- The missile will do the rest. The identively, namely by 2.5 times compared tification friend-or-foe system sigto the “Igla-S” MANPADS of the nificantly reduces the risk of shootprevious generation. The system is ing down the friendly aircrafts.
equipped with the “Maugli-2” night
The “Verba” MANPADS can be
sight. The new engine of the mis- fired not only while held on one’s
sile enables the shooter to hit a tar- shoulder. It is intended to mount
get at a distance of 6 kilometers. The “Verba” on ships and helicopters.
minimum engagement altitude is 10 From the very beginning, the “Verba”
meters; the maximum engagement MANPADS was developed with conaltitude amounts to 3.5 kilometers. sideration for an opportunity to use it
The weight of the launch installation on “another armored vehicles”. What
with a battery and a loaded missile vehicles? It only remains to be seen.
only amounts to 17.25 kg.
In its tactical and technical charThose are second-to-none acteristics, the “Verba” MANPADS is
defense technologies. According to superior not only to the Russian sysValeriy Kashin, General Designer of tems such as “Igla-1”, “Igla”, “Igla-S”
KBM, the missile is “completely dig- currently accepted into service but
ital” and hermetically sealed. The also to its foreign counterparts such
materials used for its production are as the American “Stinger-Block-I”
not sensitive to aggressive media. In and the Chinese “QW-2”. “Verba” is
flight, the missile is controlled off- superior to the American MANPADS
line. The self-guidance system has in all indices.
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Pantsir-S1 Modular Design AirDefence Missile-Gun System
Adapted for Various Combat Employment
The analysis of the latest local
conflicts shows that high-precision air assault weapons along
with unmanned aerial vehicles are
of primary importance among air
threats. The large number and high
density of air threats in an air strike
require the air-defence assets to
provide not only high combat performance but a large ready-to-fire
ammunition load and capability of
its quick replenishment.

N

owadays and in the near
future Pantsir-S1 AirDefence Missile-Gun
System (ADMGS) fully
satisfies all requirements for fighting modern air threats thanks to the
specific features of its design:
•• combined missile and gun armament that allows to create an entire
engagement zone of up to 20 km in
range and up to 15 km in altitude;
•• jam-proof multimode and multispectral radar-optical control system operating in decimetric, millimetric and infrared wavebands;
•• automatic operation;
•• capability to fire on the move and
from short stops;
•• short reaction time of 4-6 sec due
to automatic tracking of up to 20
targets by a search radar and highprecision target designation (0.3° in
azimuth, 0.5° in elevation, 60 m –
in range) providing for quick fine
search and target lock-on by multifunction tracking radar and optronic system;
•• self-contained combat operation
and coordination of actions within
a battery;
•• simultaneous firing against four
targets within a sector of ±45° in azimuth and elevation.
Pantsir-S1 high performance
specifications make an AD system equipped with it significantly
superior over the SHORAD systems
manufactured worldwide. Pantsir-S1
underwent a large scale of live tests
and proved its high performance in
various conditions of combat use.
Development of the Pantsir-S1
ADMG system adapted for a wide
range of Customers required solving a number of scientific and technical challenges.
Among them are:
•• layout and structural challenges to ensure modular design of the
system;
•• development of the new multifunction radar for target and missile tracking;
•• communicational integration
of the Pantsir-S1 into Customer’s
Armed Forces;
•• development and integration of
IFF system customized for the particular Customer;
•• development of automated day/
night all-weather control system
common in terms of instrumentation and featuring customized settings and combat operation algorithms according to the Customer’s
requirements;

•• development of common ammu-

tem was achieved and, as a consenition load for customized variants quence, drastic increase of combat
of the system, unified SPTA and efficiency was obtained.
training systems.
Current practice of using airGreat R&D experience of the defence missile-gun systems sets
company provided for success- forth very strict requirements on
ful coping with all challenges and their absolute informational inteallowed designing and developing of gration into Customer’s existing
an air-defence missile-gun system AD system.
that meets the highest tactical and
The said requirements are detertechnical requirements and doesn’t mined by the following factors:
have counterparts within the spec- •• mandatory availability of the
trum of SHORAD systems.
same target environment at all levA novel approach in designing els and all components of a common
the Pantsir-S1 system as a modular air-defence system;
structure provides for its installa- •• complicated geotopographition onto various chassis including cal conditions dictate the necestracked one as well as for creation sity of flexible target distribution
of stationary and sea-based variants both between combat vehicles (CVs)
of the system (for protecting sea oil within a battery and within a complatform, vital administrative, mili- mon air-defence system;
tary-tactical and other objects), for •• continuous growth of high-preinstallation of the system onto rail- cision weapons and UAVs among air
way platforms, ensuring its integra- threats imposes a specific requiretion into Customer’s existing main- ments to the use of anti-aircraft systenance, training and logistics sys- tems consisting in capability of comtems with minimum cost. The said bat vehicle operation without radar
approach also provides for devel- emission getting the required data
opment of the system variants tak- from neighboring CVs and remote
ing into account particular geotopo- search radars.
graphical conditions in which the
Availability of mapping computsystem is to be used by the Customer. er with digital maps ensures effiMoreover, the modular design cient automatic planning of combat
of the system ensures its capabili- actions taking into account particuty to be upgraded in future in terms lar geotopographical conditions of
of increasing its combat efficiency the Customer.
with minimum cost that undoubtThe task of protecting the transedly raises its commercial interest mitted data from jamming was sucfor the Customer.
cessfully solved. When a command
Outfitting Pantsir-S1 system with post is used as a part of the system an
the multifunction tracking radar increase in data transmission range
ensuring tracking of three targets (up to 20 km) is obtained and interand transmission of control com- facing with all types of Customer’s
mands to four SAMs provided for existing command posts is provided
efficient counteraction against a without major modifications.
wide range of air threats: fixed and
Adherence to modular concept
rotary-wing aircraft at stand-off was applied not only to design of
ranges, small-size guided missiles the system but to its software as well.
and bombs as well as remotely pilot- That was the way to solve the issues
ed UAVs.
of integration into IFF system existThanks to development of a sin- ing with each of the Customers. The
gle multimode and multispectral issue of upgrading the IFF system
radar-optical control system oper- in case the Customer’s decision to
ating in dm, mm, and IR wavebands, change it was also worked out.
featuring a multifunction trackThe use of the self-contained
ing radar as one of its components, day/night all-weather control syshigh jamming immunity of the sys- tem significantly increases engage-

ment zone in all conditions, reduces psychophysical load on the crew,
minimizes human factor in tough
and strained combat environment.
The following specific problems were solved for the particular
Customers:
•• search radar operation without
false tracks in conditions of complicated terrain pattern;
•• targets detection over water and
even desert surface;
•• determination of optimum frequency-spatial separation to provide electromagnetic compatibility,
within the existing AD system as
well, taking into consideration particular topographical pattern of the
Customer;
•• integration into Customer’s
existing IFF system;
•• minimizing of time required for
shaping of search and track zones
by a topographic map (with limited
resolution in azimuth) thanks to the
use of built-in mapping computer
and digital maps of the particular
Customer;
•• integration into Customer’s
existing air-defence system and creation of a potential for AD system
development basing on the combat actions control principle implemented in Pantsir-S1 ADMGS;
•• implementation of various ways
of SAMs destruction ensuring safety
of their use according to Customer’s
requirements:

a) air-blast initiated by a command
on climb trajectory;
b) air-blast initiated by a command
on dive trajectory;
c) dive trajectory without air-blast,
destruction by ground impact.
Modular structure, unification
of units and assemblies design
ensure successful integration into
Customer’s existing chassis maintenance system, supply of maximum
unified individual, common, and
base-stored SPTA kits, arrangement
of service centers and crews training system.
Constant combat readiness of
the Pantsir-S1 system is ensured
by built-in test equipment in each
combat and maintenance vehicle.
Modular design allows to develop various variants of the system
and install it onto a range of chassis as well as to develop its stationary modifications. The system can
be installed onto lightly armoured
vehicles and can be used as lethal
air- transportable AD asset. It can
also be mounted on wheeled and
tracked chassis in Air Force Air
Defence Units and on Navy ships.
Nowadays and in the near future
Pantsir-S1 ADMGS fully satisfies all
requirements for successful fighting
modern air threats.
Appropriateness of the implemented technical solutions and
high performance specifications of
the Pantsir system were proved by
acceptance trials and State Tests,
more than 500 SAM launches were
performed, serial production is
established.
For several years already Pantsir
combat vehicles march down the
Red Square as a participants of
the Victory Day Parade, a battery
of Pantsir-S1 CVs many times took
part in a Parade on occasion of
Republic of the Republic of Belarus
Independence Day in the city of
Minsk.
The Pantsir system was shown
at a number of international
defence exhibitions (IDEX, MAKS
and others). In the near future
and in the long-term outlook the
Pantsir-S1 ADMGS will remain a
reliable asset capable to ensure
protection of airspace from all
types of air threats.
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9 MM SPECIAL
ASSAULT RIFLE АS
The 9 mm assault rifle AS is intended for
noiseless and flameless shooting. The
automatic reloading is based on the work of
powder gases. The assault rifle is intended to
engage the enemy manpower protected with
bulletproof jackets and the non-armored
vehicles. The design features of the assault
rifle are: high characteristics in the accuracy
of fire and closely-grouped fire are achieved
due to original design of the assault rifle
barrel; the high hitting is guarantied due
to the subsonic velocity of a bullet; making
single and automatic shots; the folding
metal buttstock and the quick detachable
silencer make it possible to reduce assault
rifle dimensions; mounting seats for optical
and night sights; absolute harmless handling
is guarantied with safeties. The advantage
of the assault rifle is a detachable doublecolumn sector-type magazine with the
cartridges located in a chess-board order and
interchangeable with VSS and AM magazines.
It fires the 9-mm armor-piercing cartridge
SP6 or 7N12 and 9-mm sniping cartridge SP5.

9 MM SMALL-SIZE
ASSAULT RIFLE AM

PALMA & SOSNA

PALMA is a close defensive line naval
automated air defense missile/gun system designed forelimination all types of
air attack means, including anti-ship missiles flying at low and extreme-low altitudes at close approaches to the warship.

C

ombined armament consists of
8 SOSNA-R guided by the laser
beam high-precisionmissiles and
2 AO-18KD rapid-fire cannons.
This combination provides for full scale air
defense against the enemy air attack means
in system area of responsibility. Main design
features of PALMA system are: high precision unique multichannel automatic allweather day/night optoelectronic control
system,deployment of armament, target guidance and follow-up means directly inside the
artillery mount on “the same axis” in order
to exclude the errors caused by ship strains;
automatic, semi-automatic and inertial operating modes.
PALMA firing module is comprised of an
artillery mount with gear and optronic control
systems. The armament of firing moduleconsist of2 AO-18KD rapid-fire cannon guns with
link less feed system, with increased projectile
muzzle velocity and with essentially increased
service life, and 8small size high effective
SOSNA-R missiles.

The 9 mm small-size assault rifle is intended
to engage the enemy manpower wearing
bulletproof jackets as well as the nonarmored vehicles at a distance of 200 m.
The automatic reloading is based on the
work of powder gases. The design features
of the assault rifle are: the magazine quick
“ejection” mechanism; the metal folding
buttstock reduces the overall dimensions and
allows to deliver aimed fire with folded or
non-folded stock; the assault rifle dimensions
are the same as a submachine gun has but the The Degtyaryov Plant equips the navies,
firing range and hitting effect of the assault air forces and armies of 17 countries all
rifle are considerably better. The advantage over the world. The facility’s products
of the assault rifle AM is a detachable range from submachine-guns to precidouble-column sector magazine with the sion missiles. What makes this diversity
cartridges located in a chess-board order and of weapons similar is that whatever sees
interchangeable with magazines of the AS the light of the day thanks to the efforts
and VSS firearms. The 9-mm armor-piercing and talent of Degtyaryov’s team always
cartridge SP6 and 9-mm sniper cartridge SP5 hits the target.
are used for shooting.

Main advantages of PALMA ADGMS:
SAM SOSNA-R has two stages and consists
of march stage and droppable solid-propel1. Combination of high combat perforlant low smoke booster that has short work- mance, jamming immunity, hiding operaing time.The missile has canard configuration tions, impossibility of the system destruction
and two-channel aerodynamic guidance sys- by anti-radar missiles.
tem that is realized by two pairs of orthogonal
2. High firepower, short flying time of the
aerodynamic control surfaces.SOSNA-R mis- missile to the target and the ability of the gun
sile is deployed in a launcher container. It is mount to conduct rapid fire.
maintenance-free. The missile is rolling durSOSNAair defensemissile system is intending the flight. Initial rotating is received dur- ed to protect army units in any form of combat
ing its movement inside the container, dur- including on the march against all types of air
ing the flight the rotating is continuing due to attacks and reconnaissance means diving and
wing unit. Control of the rolling missile imple- flying at low and extreme-low altitudes.
ments by mean of gyroscope, which measures
missile attitude position towards its list.
The combined control system is used for
missile guidance. On launching trajectory — a
radio command system is used, which is functioning in radiolocation mode. The guidance
of marchstage is realized withhigh-precision
in laser information field received by photo
receiver installed in the missile back end.
The missile munitions includes blast warhead, rod-fragmentation warhead, impact fuse
and laser noncontact target sensor with continuous emission.
The optronic control system of PALMA
SOSNA system is based of new small-size
ensures the target detection, automatic acqui- highly effective air defense guided missile and
sition, tracking, measuring of angular coordi- new high-precision ECM-protected optronic
nate and distance, and also laying of an infor- control system.
mation field of laser-beam control channel to
The missiles and optronic control system
the target at any time in the conditions of jam- are installed on the turning unit (mount) with
gears for guidance of two packages of missiles
ming and natural noise.
Optronic control system consists of gyro- in containers. Small weight and dimensions
stabilized platform with two-channel stabili- of missiles makes possible to deploy ready to
zation and guidance system, TV system, ther- launch 12 SAMs on a launching mount and give
mal imaging channel, thermal imaging chan- the possibility to get rid of transporter-loader.
nel of missile direction finder, missile control The rotation part is made like a firing compartlaser-beam channel, laser range finder, digital ment which can be mounted on various carricomputer, automatic control unit for target ers (load-carrying capacity more than 3.5 tons).
and missile acquisition and tracking, stabilizaPALMA ADMGS and SOSNA ADMS
tion and guidance system equipment, display have two common structural components:
and control equipment.
SOSNA-R SAM and Optronic control system.

ZiD-labeled weapons

ANTI-TANK GUIDED MISSILE
9M113M

The missile is intended to engage modern
vehicles equipped with the explosive reactive
armor, fortified fire emplacements, both
moving or stationary surface and afloat targets,
low flying helicopters at any time and weather
conditions. The operating temperature range
is from –50°C to +50°C. The missile may be
launched from a combat vehicle or remote
launcher. The control of the missile is semiautomatic, the commands are transmitted over
the wire communication line.

RPG-7D3 light anti-tank
weapons system

The year of 2011 marked the 50th anniversary
of the RPG-7, but the weapon is still among the
best AT systems in close combat. The Americans
in Iraq and Israelis in Lebanon in the summer of 2006 lost a great number of their tanks,
including recently developed, to RPG-7 grenade
launchers used by their enemies. Its specific feature is that it was the first among light anti-tank
weapons (LAWs) to adopt the rocket-propelled
solution for grenade launching.
While the system was developed at Bazalt,
the RPG-7 originated at the OKB-575 design
bureau in Kovrov. Its mass production was also
set up there. Its effectiveness, reliability, and
simplicity in operation earned the RPG-7 fame
across the globe and contributed to its proliferation.New technologies nudged our designers to look into ways of boosting LAW capabilities. A range of new rounds for the grenadelaunching system made it effective not only
against armored equipment, but also exposed
infantry of the enemy, his personnel in buildings and field shelters. The weapon also poses a
threat to enemy’sammunition and POL depots.
New projectiles for the RPG-7V, with greater

weight and ballistic features changed to a cer- The special design of the barrel assembly and
tain extent,required the weapon to be upgrad- jackets that were introduced to it made the
ed. For better handling properties, the RPG-7 barrel more rigid, improved its cooling propgot a removable bipod. Its sighting devises also erties, protected the assembly from weather
needed some work on them: the optical sight, impact, reduced vibration, and protected the
dubbed PGO-7VZ, as well as iron sights received line of sight from heat mirage. A slit between
a new range dial.
the jacket and surface of the barrel, ribbing,
and ejector at the muzzle provide forced aircooling evenly overthe barrel part.
7.62 mm Pecheneg machinegun
The major modernization of the PKMs pawned
a new 7.62 mm machinegun designated as 12.7 mm 6S8 sniper system
Pecheneg. The emphasis was made on achiev- One of the productsdeveloped most recently at
ing greater density of hits, longer service life the Degtyaryov Plant is the 12.7 mm 6S8 (6S8-1)
of the barrel, and improving performance. sniper system. It is a special weapon designed
Required were measures to get rid or com- to destroy lightly armored and soft equipment,
pensate partially accuracy degrading factors. personnel of the enemy regardless of whether
These include barrel vibration, heat induced they have their personal protection gear on, sinballistic performance degradation, and mirage gle and group targets, and technical assets at a
caused by barrel heat in front of the sight (opti- range of up to 1,500 m. The system is also effeccal sights are particularly affected). The new tive against enemy’s snipers. The 6S8 consists of
weapon proved to be a powerful fire support the 6V7 sniper rifle, 7N34 sniper rounds, 1P71-1
asset in infantry units combining the power of optical sight, and 1PN111 night sight. The 6S8-1
a medium machinegunand flexibility of a light has no night sights. Unlike previously designed
machinegun. The 7.62 mm machinegunthat Russian rifles for snipers that are automatic, the
was adopted by the Armed Forces was desig- 12.7 mm 6V7 is loaded manually.
nated as Pecheneg (6P41) Kalashnikov Infantry
This improves density of hits. To minimize
Machinegun. Its derivative compatible with a the size of the rifle, its long barrel notwithnight sight received another index — 6P41N. standing (1,000 mm), the designers adopted for
it the bullpup configuration. Never before had
this solution been used in large-caliber sniper
weapons. The 6V7 is also lighter than its foreign counterparts, whose weight is above 20 kg
and sometimes 30 kg, for example, rifles produced by South Africa’s Truwello and Denel. The
shorter barrel of the American Barrett М107
does not help, leaving it heavier and bigger than
the Russian 6V7.
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Combat module
for armored vehicles upgrade
•• destruction

The light-weight category combat vehicles (IFV, airborne
assault vehicles, APC) are able
to determine the combat potential of a country’s armed forces
due to their application versatility. Infantry fighting vehicles
(BMP-1, BMP-2, BMP-3) and airborne assault vehicles (BMD-3,
BMD-4) are the most common
hardware of land forces and airborne troops. Currently a huge
fleet of such combat vehicles is
in service both with the Russian
army, as well as abroad. These
vehicles have been produced
for several decades and presently their weapon systems do
not meet modern requirements.
However, their life cycle is quite
long and reaches 30-40 years.

M

any countries keep on
upgrading the main fleet
of their combat vehicles. In Russia, a BMP-2
mechanical module was selected as
a basis for designing a uniform combat module weighing below 3 tons
and intended for modernization of a
range of combat vehicles.
Russian infantry fighting vehicle
BMP-2, being the main combat vehicle of multiple countries’ land forces, was adopted for service in 1980
and used to exceed most of its foreign counterparts in terms of combat
capabilities. Nowadays BMP-2 still
basically meets the modern requirements.
The analysis of current state and
development tendencies of weapons and fire control systems shows
that BMP-2 weapon system is falling
behind the modern level a number of
parameters:
•• guided weapon firing is possible
from stationary position only due
to wire command link of “Konkurs”
anti-tank guided missile (ATGM);
••“Konkurs” ATGM has low penetration capability and is not effective against modern tanks like M1A2
“Abrams”;
••“Konkurs” ATGM has low firing
rate due to manual reloading of the
launcher. Such reloading requires
long time and besides that the loader
may be injured by splinters or small
arms fire;
•• at night the system may fire only
automatic cannon or PKT machinegun at range not exceeding 800 m;
•• the BMP-2 fire control system is
not automated, i.e. it is lacking in
onboard computer, modern sights,
target auto-tracker, and does not
allow for accurate firing, limiting
the effective range of 30 mm cannon
to 1100–1400 m. when firing on the
move the system does not provide
for required accuracy of line of sight
stabilization due to BPK-2-42 sight
rigidly bound to the weapon;
•• 30 mm projectiles flat trajectory
firing is not efficient against prone
or entrenched manpower;
•• firing at aerial targets carried
out using 1PZ-3 angle sight, actually delivers only a psychological
effect, since the typical aerial target
hit probability is hardly one percent.

The firepower of a combat vehicle
is determined by its weapon system,
thus, the increase of combat efficiency may be achieved by weapon
system modernization. BMP-2 has a
high weapon system upgrade potential. The challenge of in-creasing the
firepower of existing BMPs providing
their superiority over other modern
vehicles has been successfully met
by KBP Instrument Design Bureau.
The upgrade was implemented
on a serially produced BMP-2 turret
with 2A42 automatic cannon (without changing the mechanical module and turret internal layout). The
design concept implies the following
(Figure 1):
•• mounting two “Kornet-E” ATGM
launchers on the turret sides, each
launcher equipped with independent
elec-tromechanical vertical drive and
carrying two ready for fire missiles;
•• replacement of standard BPK2-42 sight with combined gunner’s
sight equipped with independent
LOS stabiliza-tion system and incorporating optical, IR and laser rangefinding channels, as well as missile
guidance channel;
•• installation of onboard digital
computer with sensors system;
•• installation of TV/IR target
autotracker;
•• installation of 30 mm grenade
launcher with independent electromechanical vertical laying drive and
300rds feed magazine;
•• installation of commander’s panoramic sight with independent LOS
stabilization system and incorporating optical and laser rangefinding
channels;
•• installation of high-precision digital weapon stabilizer.

The weight of add-on equipment installed does not exceed 500
kg, including around 260 kg of extra
ammunition: 30 mm grenades and
ATGM.
The specifications of upgraded
BMP-2 with new B05Ya01 combat
module are given in Table:
•• due to introduction of day/night
FCS the system provides accurate
firing with all types of weapons,
including guided, at moving and
stationary targets, round-the-clock
engagement of all types of targets
from stationary position, on the
move and afloat at the range up to
4000 m with automatic cannon, up
to 2100 m with automatic grenade
launcher, up to 5500 m with 9М1331 ATGM. Besides, 9М133М-2 ATGM
with tandem shaped-charge warhead
and 9М133FM ATGM with HE warhead and 9М133FM-3 ATGM with HE
warhead and proximity fuse, recently designed by KBP, al-low firing at
range up to 8 km.
••“Kornet-E” ATGM penetration
capability, increased up to 1100–
1300 mm, allows reliable engagement of modern advanced tanks
fitted with add-on ERA («Leclerc»,
«Abrams», «Leopard»). Besides, HEF
warhead of the missile is able to
destroy concrete fortifications and
strongpoints. Due to stand-off range
targets engagement capability the
upgraded BMP-2 are sure to prevail
in combat with enemy tanks and IFVs.
The improvements implemented in “Kornet” ATGM (9М133М-2,
9М133ФМ-3) provide for considerable en-hancement of its performance without increasing weight
and dimensions. These improvements ensure:

of modern and eration all the factors: range to the
advanced tanks taking into account target (measured by laser rangefindtheir armour protection growth ten- er or input manually) speeds and
dency;
movement directions of the CV and
•• engagement of any armoured the target, wind velocity, air presvehicle at stand-off range;
sure and temperature, charge temperature,
muzzle velocity deviation
engagement
of
low
altitude
••
assault and reconnaissance aircrafts from normal value, target ele-vation,
(including drones;
pitch and roll angles, angle of jump.
•• installation on two stabilized During this automatic generation of
launchers of BMP-2 ICV of four firing settings is carried out due to
ready-to-launch guided missiles sig- the fact, that ballistic computer is
nificantly in-crease fire rate when included into the firing circuit.
Effective firing range of a 30-mm
firing ATGMs. This rules out the
necessity to reload the guided missile projectile increases from 1100–1400
launcher during the combat, which m up to 1800–2000 m.
increases the survival potential of •• air defense firing effectiveness
the crew and of the entire combat increases significantly: kill probvehicle, since stopping of a CV for ability by automatic gun when firATGM re-loading during a combat ing against “hel-icopter” and “lowmakes it a perfect target;
flying attacking aircraft”-type tar•• implementation of TV-IR-auto get increases dramatically and its
target tracker enables to increase the value approaches that of specialized
accuracy of target tracking 3–6 fold gun and missile air defense systems
in com-parison with manual track- of closed ranges with much lesser
ing. The human is excluded from expenditure of ammunition. Thus,
aiming circuit, the results of aim- the principle of ICV versatility is fuling become independent on psycho- filled by adding air defense capaciphysical state of the gunner, which is ties without additional expenditures;
dramatic in stressful battlefield envi- •• еffective engaging of enemy’s perronment. Accurate target tracking sonnel at ranges up to 2100, including
be-comes a granted technical speci- that behind the accidents of ground
fication, which enable to decrease and in trenches due to the implementhe requirements towards the gunner tation of low ballistics armaments(AGtraining level and reduces the train- 30M automatic grenade launcher)
ing period of the gunners. Automatic with new GPD-30 rounds;
target tracker adds the FCS a quali- •• the opportunities of CV comtatively new feature, putting to life mander increase due to installation
the “fire-and-forget” principle when of night vision panoramic sight with
firing a guided missile. At the same technical view , implemented on ICVs
time the missile cost is significantly for the first time. The commander
lower than that of a missile with a has all-around field of view in horiseeker which fulfils the function of zon and in vertical plane the field of
the auto-tracker;
view is increased up to 60 degrees,
the
possibility
of
KORNET
ATGM
maximal angular velocity of the bore
••
launch in an elevated mode (above sighting line increases from 6 to 20
bore sighting line) almost excludes deg/sec. This allows to increase the
the possibility of detecting the mis- stream of targets detected by the CV
sile by the enemy;
by 2.5 times, increase TD accuracy for
laser
guidance
mode
of
the
ATGM
the gunner by 10 times and to fully
••
with orientation of the missile within backup his tasks as well as to carry
the laser beam provides for high jam- out engagement of aerial targets in
ming-immunity against all types of automatic mode. BMP-2 upgrade
active jamming, since the jammer meets the requirements towards
cannot be behind the ICV and send future infantry combat vehicle for
the same encod-ed messages;
the nearest 20–30 years, and upgrad•• to overcome systems of targets’ ed BMP-3 ICV can be successfully
active protection and to provide for used till year 2030–2040.
guaranteed engagement of crucial
The carried out upgrade features
targets sal-vo launch of 2 ATGMs a systematic approach and leads not
riding on one laser beam is provided; simply to enhancement of separate
•• significant increase of automat- technical specifications of the system,
ed gun and grenade launcher firing but has enabled to create a vehicle
accuracy with all types of ammuni- with qualitatively new features , which
tion is pro-vided due to the devel- can successfully compete with foreign
opment of original firing algorithm, counterparts on the weapon market.
which most fully takes into considA modular design principle has
been implemented in the combat
compartment. Under the conditions
of harsh up-grade expenditures limitation the customer can choose the
set of equipment on his own either
full or partial.
B05Ya01 CM (combat module) is
also meant for BMP-1 upgrade of
(after the chassis is upgraded to up to
the level of BMP-2), BMP-3, BMD-3
airborne combat vehicle, BTR-90
APC and has passed the trials on
their chassis, see fig. 1-5. KBP carries
out the lot production of upgraded
BMP-2 combat compartment.
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BRIEFLY
9 MM SPECIAL
SNIPER RIFLE VSS

The special sniper rifle is intended for noiseless
and flameless shooting. The rifle is equipped
with an optical sight also it is possible to install
a night sight device. The automatic reloading
is effected by the energy of powder gases.
The firing and trigger mechanism of a striker
type allows to deliver both single-shot and
automatic fire. The sniper rifle features: the
original design of the barrel allows to achieve
high characteristics in the accuracy of fire and
closely-grouped fire; the subsonic speed of
a bullet and its high hitting effect; a silencer
ensures noiseless and flameless shooting; a
quick assembling into three parts makes it
comfortable to carry the rifle secretly (in a
special bag or case); the presence of safeties
makes the rifle harmless in handling and
prevents making any shots even if the trigger
is accidentally pulled or the rifle is dropped
or hit when the barrel bore is not locked. The
advantage of the sniper rifle is the presence
of a detachable double-column sector-type
magazine with the cartridges located in a
chess-board order and interchangeable with
AS and AM magazines.

7,62 MM SPECIAL SELFLOADING PISTOL PSS

BUR small-size system

The rocket-assisted grenade launchers
earned a reputation of convenient, efficient and popular close range engagement asset. Further, the introduction
of various types of warheads has considerably broadened their application range.

T

heir high combat power (comparable
to that of artillery projectiles), as well
as small dimensions and low weight,
allowing employment as shoulderweapon, turns them into one of the main infantry
fire support means in a wide range of missions.
The experience of law enforcement and
counter-terrorist operations shows that in most
cases such missions take place in urban areas or
separate buildings. This eliminates the possibility or hampers the employment of combat vehicles for engagement lightly-armoured vehicles
and low-vulnerable targets concealed in shelters
or terrain and un-reachable for the small-arms.
Under such circumstances the weapon
should be extremely light-weight (to allow
higher ammunition carrying capacity), highly maneuverable (small dimensions) and ac-

curate, as well as possess long firing range and
powerful warhead.
KBP Instrument Design Bureau have been
over a long time involved in the re-searches
aimed to extend the firing range and enhance
accuracy of grenade-launching (flamethrower) system rounds, as well as increase
the payload relative to the total weight of the
weapon.
The R&D resulted in rocket-assisted infantry flame-thrower of increased range and
power with thermobaric warhead (RPO PDMA), adopted for service with Russian Army in
late 2003, which proved the efficiency of the
solutions implemented by KBP into the new
method of grenade-launcher (flame-thrower)
rounds propulsion.
Further, based on the design of RPO PDM-A,
KBP developed a small-size gre-nade-launcher
system (SGLS) “BUR”.
The grenade-launcher rounds comprise a
launch container, motor and grenade it-self.
The container and motor are uniform for all
types of rounds, whereas only a gre-nade payload varies. However, the warhead is designed in

such a way that the payload variation does not
affect the exterior ballistics, allowing employment of optical sights for firing all types of grenades.
The small-size grenade-launching system
is intended for:
•• engagement of manpower in urban environment, inside buildings, fortifications, as
well as exposed on various terrain (including
mountainous areas);
•• inactivation of soft-skinned and lightlyarmoured vehicles.
The system allows firing from limited
space rooms. The system ensures reliable
firing within the whole operational temperature range: from minus 40оС to plus 60оС
and in adverse conditions.
While developing the SGLS the designers
managed to create a highly accurate rocket
assisted grenade launcher allowing effective engagement of wide range of targets
depending on the mission scenario at ranges up to 650 m.To guarantee high accuracy of
firing a “reactive-active” grenade propulsion
prin-ciple was introduced, since standard
methods, e.g. increase of the booster motor
power or employment of sustainer motor
running during the flight, lead to increased
size and weight of the weapon or higher dispersion respectively.
The “reactive-active” propulsion principle implies jet thrust acceleration of the
grenade placed in a barrel fixed to the jet
engine and simultaneous active acceleration in the moving barrel due to gas bleeding from the engine chamber. Further, the
barrel and engine stop, inducing additional
acceleration to the grenade.
Thus, the energy induced to the grenade
is increased (doubled) and accordingly
grows the muzzle velocity compared to that
of the conventional design grenade launchers with similar container length. However,
high grouping of shots is maintained.

Navigation System
The SSP is an individual weapon for the secret
attack and defence also it is intended for
noiseless and flameless shooting. It shoots
СP4 cartridges at a range of up to 50 m. The
reloading is carried out automatically with the
aim of the blowback bolt recoil energy. The
pistol has the firing and trigger mechanism
that allows to fire with the full-cocking or selfcocking. The safety system prevents accidental
shots even if the trigger has been accidentally
pulled or the pistol has been dropped. The
reliable work of the pistol is guaranteed
in any climate conditions. The operating
temperature range is from — 50°C to +50°C.

KALASHNIKOV 5,45 MM
SHORT ASSAULT RIFLE
The Kalashnikov 5,45 mm short assault rifle
with a folding stock is an exceptionally
effective individual weapon for shooting in
the conditions of limited space. The small size
and high hitting capability make it possible to
use the assault rifle in every extreme situation.
The conventional (with a steel core), tracer
and high-penetrating bullets are used for
firing. The energy of powder gases is used to
reload the assault rifle. The firing and trigger
mechanism of a hammer type is capable of
delivering both automatic and single-shot
fire. The folding stock is very handy, the fire
may be delivered from various positions. The
assault rifle dimensions are considerably
smaller with a folded stock. The magazine
is detachable of sector type double-column
with the location of cartridges in a chessboard order. The operating temperature
range is from – 50°C to +50°C.

«VNII «Signal» JSC is a modern diversified company engaged in research and
development and production of weapons and military equipment for sixty
years. It is a subsidiary company of «High
Precision Systems» holding which belongs
to «Rostec» Corporation. «VNII «Signal»
team works hard to develop new types of
equipment us-ing latest scientific and technological innovations.

«V

NII «Signal» research and
development activities comprise: Automated fire-control systems for the artillery of the ground forces; Drives, laying and
stabilization systems for artillery weapons,
armored vehicles, air defense missile/gun systems, launchers, antenna stations for army
forces, navy and air force; Navigation and survey systems (NSS) for land combat vehicles,
geodetic support vehicles and equipment to
provide traveling security of strategic missile systems; Hydrostatic transmissions, electro-hydraulic control systems and hydraulic
machines; Inertial navigation units (INU) and
instruments.
Over 70 types of land track and wheeled
combat vehicles of the Russian Armed Forces
are equipped with autonomous navigation
and survey systems (NSS) designed by «VNII
«Signal» team. More than 30 versions of navigation systems have been adopted for service
and are in serial production. Due to more than
half century activi-ties «VNII «Signal» gained
great experience, did profound design ground-

work, created research and trial facilities necessary to provide designing, testing, preparing of pro-duction, serial output and life-time
maintenance of positioning, navigation and
survey systems for land combat vehicles.
Strapdown inertial navigation systems
(SINS) surpass gyro-stabilized INS in size/
weight characteristics, reliability, robustness,
easiness of manufacture. As a rule they have
lower power consumption and shorter readiness time. Strapdown inertial navigation systems do not restrict CV maneuvers; they also
are more efficient to pro-vide system operation during failures of measuring instruments.
All the above-mentioned features determine
the choice of SINS as an efficient source of
inertial data for navigation systems of various CV, especially for those operating in hard
mechani-cal impact environment.
1NA1-E integrated navigation system for
CV of Pantsir-S1 system is one of the most
significant latest development. The system is

designed to provide navigation of land combat vehicles, including automated determination and indication of the direc-tional angle,
pitch and roll angles, and CV current position
while moving or being at a stop.
Key specifications of 1NA1-E Inertial
Navigation System (Export Version):
••Automated determination of the increments of current coordinates of CV po-sition
in SK-95 reference system with RMSE less
than 0.5% of traveled distance with-in the
operation time up to 10 h.;
••Automated determination of CV current
position in integrated mode using SNE data
with the error less than ±20 m;
••Automated determination of directional angle with RMSE less than 7.2 angu-lar
minutes;
••Automated determination of pitch and
roll angles with RMSE less than 3.6 angular minutes;
••Automated determination of CV speed;
••Operation control from external device
(from CV AS terminal unit);
••Data exchange with CV central computing system;
••Output of navigation data via GOST
Р52070-2003 serial interface bus;
••System readiness time after initial data
input does not exceed: a) 3 min. for quick
alignment to either input heading or heading, stored in the system memory; b) 7 min.
for standard alignment.
••The drift of directional angle does not
exceed ±6 angular minutes within 4 hours
of operation.
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Kornet-EM:
multipurpose missile system
Antitank guided missile systems (ATGM)
have been developed and pro-duced globally for already half a century. Since then
they became the most popular and wanted type of high precision weapons (HPW)
thanks to their usa-bility and relatively
low cost. A future ATGM system must be
a versatile de-fensive-offensive guided
weapon, whose portable and combat vehicle trans-portable modifications ensure a
wide range of applications in close range
tacti-cal zone in various combat environments.

A

s of today the IIIrd generation
Kornet-E portable/transportable
laser beam-rider system developed
by KBP and adopted in 1998 is the
weapon definitively com-plying with the concept of advanced ATGW, being state-of-the-art
specimen of mul-tipurpose tactical short range
weapon system allowing engagement of virtually any small-size target within the system’s
line of sight.
Aiming for further enhancement of process and in fact implements the “fireUAV on a reconnaissance mission lets
Kornet-E ATGW combat capabilities, KBP and-forget” principle, thus giving a 5-times enemy well in advance disclose de-fence, give
Instrument Design Bureau developed a new increase in accuracy of target track-ing dur- accurate target designation for firing over-themultipurpose missile system - Kornet-EM.
ing real combat.
horizon munitions, record and transmit inforThe weapon is designed as an automatic
— engagement of targets in automatic mode mation on army relocations both during opercombat system, incorporating, besides the fir- reduces psychophysical stress to operators, ations near the line of contact with enemy and
ing unit itself, both reconnaissance and con- requirements to their skills and duration of in the rear. This results in significant increase
trol assets, and ensuring full automation of all their training.
in casualties and possible failures of combat
combat operation constituents – target detec— automation of guidance process along mission performance. From the point of view
tion and distribution, issuing and processing with automated target detection and distri- of en-gagement, UAVs are difficult targets due
of target designation, missiles’ guidance. The bution, target designation commands gener- to low altitude of flight. Moreover, in case of
operator’s task within such system is limited ation and processing result in virtual-ly fully mass application they are a teaser for the air
to supervision of its proper functioning and automatic combat system, limiting the opera- defence assets, causing high consump-tion of
launch of missiles.
tor’s task to supervision of its proper function- expensive surface-to-air missiles.
The open architecture of the system in ing and launch of missiles.
Attack helicopters and tactical aircrafts are
terms of data exchange with higher-rank and
— combat vehicle with twin-launcher by now the highest threat for land forces, as
peer units along with its combat capabilities ensures simultaneous salvo firing at two tar- they can inflict maximum damage in minimakes it a vital element of Army network-cen- gets, thus significantly increasing the system’s mum time. For example, a heli-copter is able
tric system.
firing rate and number of targets han-dled and to destroy a company of armoured vehicles
Kornet-EM multipurpose missile system at the same time allowing two-fold reduction (10-14 armoured vehicles) with one ATGM
provides for engagement of modern and future of combat assets required to com-plete a mis- load.
To efficiently counter the UAVs, attack heltanks , various fortifications (pillboxes, bun- sion. Such performance specifications endow
kers) and low-velocity aerial targets (helicop- Kornet-EM with the highest target handling icopters and tactical aircrafts the air defence
ters, assault aircrafts and UAVs) in day&night capability among similar existing and future assets should be available right in the combat
and adverse weather conditions under enemy systems - min. 3-4 tar-gets per minute at formations, because attack or reconnaissance
ECM and optical jamming at ranges up to 8-10 ranges up to 5 km. Thus, in case the weapon flights are performed at low altitudes, impedkm.
systems are posi-tioned at a stand-off range ing due-time detection with medium and short
The Kornet-EM system comprises:
from enemy tanks (more than 4 km) a single range air defence systems which are usually
•• combat vehicle with two automatic launch- Kornet-EM battery of 9 combat vehicles is able stationed deep in the home front. Kornet-EM
ers and operator’s panel with a display;
to repulse an attack (i.e. destroy min. 50% of is the system able to efficiently accomplish
•• battery commander’s reconnaissance and tar-gets) of enemy tank (М1А2 class) battal- low-velocity aerial threats repulsion tasks.
control vehicle, equipped with combined sur- ion (58 tanks). Actually, such mission may be
Another distinctive feature of modern
veillance system including TV, IR and radar accomplished by two battery salvos, destroy- combat operations is deployment of so-phisreconnaissance aids, navi-gation, communi- ing 32-34 tanks, i.e. 55-60% of the battalion. ticated surveillance and networking technolcation and data exchange systems, automated The time required to accomplish the mission ogies in the tactical units. Wide appli-cation
control suite and weapon system (Kornet-EM will not exceed 1 minute, al-lowing to avoid of integrated surveillance aids (various comATGM and PKTM machine-gun),
casualties, since the enemy tanks will not be binations of optical, radar, TV and IR sysguided
missile
with
HE
warhead
with
able to to reach their ef-fective firing distance. tems), sophisticated automatic assets of tac••
impact and proximity fuses and fir-ing range
— new capability for ATGW — effective tical units operation control, com-municaof up to 10 km;
engagement of small-size aerial tar-gets- tion and navigation allows continuous moni•• an antitank guided missile with a maxi- reconnaissance and reconnaissance-attack toring of the battlefield, real-time reception
mum firing range of 8000 m and shaped charge unmanned aerial vehicles being the enemy’s of reconnaissance data (both from peer and
warhead armour penetration of 1100-1300 crucial and mass combat support tool, as well higher level units) overlaid on the digital
mm which enables the Kor-net-EM system to as helicopters and assault air-crafts.
maps and automatic or semiautomatic genengage modern and future tanks bearing in
mind the tendency to growth of their armour
protection.
Due to implementation of state-of-the-art
but, however, low cost technical so-lutions,
Kornet-EM acquired a number of new features,
allowing significant broaden-ing of its combat capabilities to counter both conventional
ground targets, as well as non inherent to this
class of systems ability to engage lowe-velocity aerial targets:
the use of computer vision along with
automatic target tracker makes it possi-ble
to exclude an operator from missile guidance

eration and transmission of tar-get&firing
data to the fire units, thus, determining the
efficiency of high-precision tac-tical weapons and ATGW employment.
Availability of surveillance systems providing detection of wide range of tar-gets and
automatic battery operation control aids is a
vital need for Kornet-EM with its versatility
of combat applications and ability to effectively counter aerial targets. Timely submission of aerial targets data to the fire units (Line
Kornet-EM combat vehicles) directly influences both the efficiency of ATGW counteraction
to aerial threats, as well as casualties in the
units under air raid.
To provide operational surveillance/data
exchange and control of Kornet-EM battery
combat operation, a battery commander’s
surveillance&control vehicle is de-signed
based on standard line Kornet-EM CV.
The Surveillance&Control vehicle is special-purpose unit combining both re-connaissance/control and fire unit functions.
The control vehicle comprises: Integrated
surveillance system featuring TV, IR and
radar aids; navigation aids; communication
and data exchange system; automated control
suite; weapon system.
Employment of radar in the control vehicle allows target detection at rabges significantly exceeding the firing range of line combat vehicles weapon systems. This provides
efficient control of Kornet-EM battery combat
operation along with wide sector surveillance
by Kornet-EM control vehicle.
Provided with such surveillance capabilities the task of the control vehicle lim-its to
target detection, friend-or-foe identification
and target distribution among the line vehicles in order to avoid multiple firing at a single target.
The battery commander’s control vehicle
capabilities by day/night time and under any
weather conditions are the following: detection, identification and tracking of moving or
stationary air and ground targets, automatic
measurement, generation and processing of
the detected targets’ coordinates; friend-orfoe identification; gen-eration and transmission of target designation data from the antitank battery com-mander to line combat vehicles; maintaining radio communication within
the battery, as well as with higher-rank and
peer unit commander’s; real-time control of
battery fire, relocation and firing pattern planning in case of changing deployment area with
data overlaying on the digital map.
These capabilities allow: reduction of
ground targets detection time for line combat vehicles — by 2-3 times at daytime and
by 6-10 times at night (if compared to target
search using IR sight), aerial targets — more
than 10 times; automatic de-termination and
firing primarily at the most threatening target;
maintaining balanced target load on the combat vehicles to avoid multiple firing at a single targets by sev-eral vehicles; timely readjustment of battery firing pattern in case of
casualties.
As a result, the Surveillance&Control
Vehicle is able to double the combat ef-fectiveness of Kornet-EM battery while countering enemy tanks attack in properly arranged
defence formations, or increase it by 2.5
times in case of entering the com-bat (from
march) without prior area survey and missing
information about enemy forces. In case of
countering aerial threats (UAV, helicopters)
the combat efficiency of ATGW battery will
increase by 2.5-5.0 times due to reduction of
target detection time and increase of detection probability.

Algeria
Angola
Burundi
Cape Verde
Congo
Djibouti
Egypt
Eritrea

Ethiopia
Gabon
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau
Libya
Morocco
Mauritania
Mozambique

Hungary
Macedonia
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
Turkey

Namibia
Nigeria
South Africa
Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
Zimbabwe

Iran
Iraq
Jordan
Kuwait
Oman
Syria
UAE
Yemen

Near and
Middle East

Armenia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Moldova

Cambodia
China
India
Indonesia
Korea
Korea, D.P.R.
Laos
Malaysia
Mongolia
Sri Lanka
Viet Nam

Asia-Pacific
Region

Russia
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
Uzbekistan

Commonwealth of Independent States
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Africa

Canada
Cuba
Ecuador
Nicaragua
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela

America

Albania
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic
France
Germany
Greece

Europe

T
he military equipment and arms created at the enterprises of High-Precision
Weapons holding are actively applied in
different regions of the world
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